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INTRODUCTION 

It is quit amazing everything you can discover within two different walks to the Barclay Center. Even if                  

we live in New York City we think we had seen everything. But when people introduces you to different                   

parts of the city it seems amazing because you had never been there before. Maybe we had passed by                   

 



 

but had not paid attention to the details. It is very interesting to see how our city has changed                   

throughout time. Also, how there are still a few of the old buildings that still remain in our city. 

SITE DOCUMENTATION (photos*) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This picture is important to me because it shows a street that is going to be rebuilt. I learned that the 

whole street is going to be renewed with taller buildings. In the left corner there is a public school and 

on the right there is a church.  Also, I found this picture interesting because I got to see a street that has 

not been renewed. I will have to opportunity to go back one day and see the changed myself to compare 

and contrast. 
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This photograph is from our first visit. I pass through it           

mostly every week, but never had noticed that the         

entrance is closed and was replaced by elevators. But it is           

not a waste of area because people can sit and enjoy the            

weather and the view. It is one of the oldest buildings in            

Borough Hall. This area is really busy, crowded and noisy. In           

the other hand in our second visit it was very calm and easy             

to walk by. It was peaceful and full of houses instead of            

towers and not crowded at all. 

 

 

 

 

This picture is from our second visit. I        

found it surprising because I saw 2       

wood houses, which indicates that     

both of the houses are really old. In        

the first visit we did not see any        

wood houses. It was mainly tall      

company towers. Also, on the left      

side where Bartabac is at on top you        

can see that an old building was       

there before it was demolish. There      

was a wide white stop that showed       

that there was a tall building. 
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As we keep walking it was dark and full of trees, but when we were walking down Dean street we 

started to see firescapes which other houses did not have. Also, we were brought into more lighting and 

were starting to see the big towers. 

SITE DOCUMENTATION (sketches*) 

 

This picture was drawn on our first visit. It shows          
how two new building is being built in the back. It is            
shocking on how fast our city is changing. There are          
only a few remaining old buildings today. It is sad to           
see rapid changes within our community. 
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Our second drawing from our first visit at the Barclay Center. I never knew why they put grass in                   
between the entrance and the seats. Maybe it is used to feel more relax and smell nature. From the                   
outside it looks small, but when I went inside for the City Tech 76th commencement I was surprised on                   
how big it was! I wonder if within time the Barclay Center will expand. 

 

This picture shows how in our      
second visit we got to see more       
graffiti. It shows a boy reaching      
out to a circle, but does that       
represent anything? It also    
shows the street sign “Smith St.” 
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During our second visit, there was nothing but small house. There was no type of towers. Once we kept 

walking down from Dean street it is amazed how just a couple of streets can make a difference. It was 

was dark with no sunlight and when we went further all of sudden it was bright. The view was 

remarkable, we started seeing the towers little by little as we kept on walking. 

GENERAL NOTES: 

● Next to our school, in Adams Street, there was another building next to it. I never come out                  

from that side of the building until this day. 

● In Dean street, three buildings are approximately the same height and the windows are in the                

same length. Perhaps all three buildings were built at the same time. 

● There is still a lot of construction going on for higher towers and parks. 

● There are building that are not being used at all and look really old.  

INSIGHTS/DISCOVERIES  
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During my first visit, I noticed that there was a lot of construction going on. Many buildings are being                   

demolished for more business use. It was really crowded and noisy. There was not that many old                 

buildings, but I did notice that there are a lot of churches. Also, I observed a street fair where it basically                     

had a section for adults and a section of soccer for kids. I even experienced two buses running over a                    

bird. It made me think that they treat animals like animals instead of treating them like a person. At the                    

end of the visit, I also experienced a big fight between teenegers. They were throwing cans at the cops.                   

In the other hand, during my second visit it was the opposite. It was a very calm neighborhood where                   

you see people enjoying their walks with their dog. Also, I noticed that there were more cracked and old                   

buildings. There were more patterns in the buildings and there was a building that had really old                 

windows. They professor mentioned that people pay a lot of money just to have those old window.                 

There were two wood houses and more graffiti on the walls. Overall, I found the second visit more                  

peaceful and enjoyable.  

KEYWORDS/VOCABULARY & DEFINITIONS 

 *5 keywords minimum required per site visit 

RUNNING BOND: a masonry bond in which each brick is laid as a stretcher overlapping the bricks in the                   

adjoining courses.  

PARTY WALL: a wall common to two adjoining buildings or rooms. 

COMMON BOND: a bond in which every fifth or sixth course consists of headers, the other courses by                  

stretchers see also: bond. 

CORNICE: an ornamental molding around the wall of a room just below the ceiling. 
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LINTEL: a structural horizontal block that spans the space or opening between two vertical supports. It                

can be a decorative architectural element, or a combined ornamented structural item. 

ARCHITECTURE: the discipline of dealing with the design of fine buildings. 

SCALE: refers to the size of an object in relationship to another object. 

STONE: a thin layer of real or simulated stone applied to a building or other structure made of a material                    

other than stone. 

BRICKS: building material used to make walls pavements and other elements. 

SETTLEMENT: the distortion or disruption of parts of a building due to unequal compression of its                

foundations. 

QUESTIONS for Further RESEARCH 

1. In the future, as they keep constructing tower, will the city be more about business instead of                 

being a community for everyone? 

2. Will the two wood houses be demolished soon, since it is a danger for fire? 

3. In a couple of years will the low class will still be able to offer living in New York since basically                     

everything is being renewed?  
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